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National Gallery X and Art in Flux host ‘Transformations’ - a virtual exhibition underscoring
the pivotal role of media arts for societal change. The virtual exhibition complements the
event Transformations held at National Gallery X, ‘an infinite studio’ and collaboration
between King’s College London and The National Gallery. With Transformations the
community interest company Art in Flux - founded by Maria Almena, Aphra Shemza and Olive
Gingrich, concludes a programme of public talks focusing on the transformational role of arts
within our society. The virtual exhibition launches on December 20th 2022 and combines
work by the artists Analema Group, Aphra Shemza & Stuart Batchelor, Jake Elwes, Kira
Zhigalina, Kimatica, Magik Door and Natasha Trotman.

The exhibition is designed by artist Christopher MacInnes and will serve as a lasting archive
of Art in Flux London’s efforts to provide more visibility for underrepresented artists within the
centre of London’s vibrant media arts scene. Transformations is supported by The National
Gallery and Arts Council of England Project Grant, as well as Heritage Lottery Funding.



Further Information:

During the pandemic, media artists provided a silver lining of cultural activity, when access to
institutions was sparse. Post-Covid, the role of technology in society changed the way we
work, communicate, consume and create culture globally. The universality of technological
transformations necessitates a reflection on artists’ role in forging this societal change. How
can artists help to ensure that technological resources remain scalable, accessible, affordable,
ethical, and human-centered? As active agents, visionaries and pioneers of rapidly changing
techno-cultures, media artists often lead by example through their own practice, while frequently
identifying rampant public deficits through their art: In talks, discussions and performances, Art
in Flux’ ‘Transformations’ spotlights intersections between arts and society.

Over the last 3 years, Art in Flux in collaboration with National Gallery X, led a public discourse
on artistic strategies to address societal needs including the need for equal representation, for
environmental change, or a focus on wellbeing. By asking important questions on agency,
advocacy, and accessibility, and the role technology and creativity play, this discourse now
culminates in the ‘Transformations’ event at National Gallery X, where we come together to
reflect on tectonic shifts in society, and how media artists encounter, engender and question
such ‘Transformations’.

Introduced by NGX co-director, Ali Hossaini against the backdrop of the National Gallery’s
collection, with presentations by Art in Flux founders Aphra Shemza, Maria Almena and Olive
Gingrich, FLUX artist Natasha Trotman and a keynote talk by the Serpentine’s Kay Watson,
‘Transformations’ opens a discourse on seismic changes, and how media art practitioners
contribute to societal change through their artworks. Three performances by The Analema
Group, Magik Door and KIMATICA will frame the evening. The virtual exhibition
‘TRANSFORMATIONS’ curated by the Art in Flux team presents artworks by 7 pioneering media
artists to the public.
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About Art in Flux:

Founded in 2016 at Lights of Soho in London by artists Maria Almena, Olive Gingrich and Aphra
Shemza, Art in Flux is a community organisation committed to furthering the development of the
media arts in the UK. We have a specific focus on under-represented groups such as artists who
identify as Neurodiverse, BAME, LGBTQIA+ and women in technology. As an artist-led forum, Art
in Flux (formerly Flux Events) offers a space for collaboration and exchange as key artists and
organizations come together to profile their work. Through talks, events, performance evenings,
workshops and exhibitions, Art in Flux brings these ideas to the wider public - providing a fluid
platform to discuss strategies, processes and collective themes within the media arts.
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Art in Flux has grown into a thriving network of over 3000+ artists, engaging in regular meet-ups
for talks, conferences, and exhibitions. In 2020, Art in Flux started their new talks programme with
National Gallery X, a new collaborative space between The National Gallery, King’s College. The
first Art in Flux talks at NGX focused on Media Art and Gender, Arts and Health, and Cultural
Heritage. In addition to public events, Art in Flux hosts socials and mentoring events, where
media artists share their practices with each other. Exhibition physical and virtual include
Reclaimed in 2021 (National Gallery X, Ars Electronica), Art in Flux: Media Arts Now (Ars
Electronica), Event Two at V&A and Royal College of Art (2019) celebrating 50 years of the
Computer Arts Society. As a champion for representation for historically excluded groups, Art in
Flux has become a hub for media arts creativity across the UK and beyond.
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